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Abstract - In this research paper authors first given
introduction of the next challenge of next generation mobile
communication and computing in terms of backhaul:- mobile
system. Secondly the background and basics of NGN
discussed; in terms of backhaul, type of technology, type of
computing and peak bit rate for next generation mobile
communication and computing.   Generation like 3G and 4G
depends up ton number of subscriber.   Lastly authors have
given solution to the next challenge for Nest generation mobile
communication and computing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Growth  in number of mobile users, coupled with the
strong upgrad of wireless broadband services due to that
there is driving of high transport capacity requirement
among cellular networks. However, revenues are not
increasing linearly with increase in traffic. Demand for
optimizing cost efficiency of wire, cable and wireless is not
becoming as critical as investment in the radio infrastructure.
As a result, new transmission technologies, topologies and
mobile network architecture are comes into existence in
attempting to case the backhaul cost and capacity crunch. To
explain this changed concept in fundamental shift, we need
to examine some of existing and changing network
topologies and protocols that may be un familiar to some of
the readers. We are eager to define terms as we progress but
to enble a better comprehension please also see summary of
selected terms like carrier Ethernet, types of backhaul,
backhaul topologies etc. We provide on a view of the
technical challenges faced by wireless operators in providing
cellular wireless and examine the availability of new
technology solutions that may meet these challenges.

II. BACKGROUND : THE BASICS

In cellular network, backhaul (also known as cellular
backhaul) is the communication link between a base station
and the associated mobile switching modes shown in Figure.

1. Calls in this network is two way call. In first case call
originated from PSTN/PDN goes to other switching Nodes
and Gateway nodes.   From this section call goes to core
mobile network. From this section it goes to mobile
switching Nodes.   From this section call converted in the
form of electromagnetic waves by Microwave Radio
antenna. By these electromagnetic signal Microwave Radio
antenna become active and base station antenna spreads
electromagnetic wave within a cell. Subscriber present in a
cell pick up a cell. Call can originate from mobile
subscriber and reach at PSTN line [1].

Figure-1 Cellular radio system

It is relatively common for microwave radio to be used for
cellular wireless. They may be installed by the service
provider or leased from third party network providers. The
choice is usually a business decision or one constrained by
regulatory requirement. The former is known as self build
while the latter is leased line. To facilitate interoperability,
transmission equipment based on T- circuit or E- circuits
interface standard are used depending on the region of the
world. These circuits are summarized in Figure-2. T- Circuit
or T-carrier is the name for digitally multiplexed
telecommunication carrier systems used in North America,
Japan and Korea. On the other hand E- circuit or E- circuit
or E-carrier stands for European, is used in most location
outside of North America, Japan, and Korea. The E- carrier
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standards also form part of the plesiocbaronous Digital
Hierarchy (PDH) where group of E1 carriers are bundled
onto higher capacity E3 circuits, E1 are commonly used
between base sites and mobile switch centre or hub and E3
are used between switch sites. DS (also known as in DS. Or
DS-1) means digital signal with DS. Having a basic
signaling rate of 64 kp/s.

Figure.2 T-circuits and E- circuits

T- Circuit and E-circuit have line rate of 64 kb/sec. In T-
circuit 24 voice circuits are used and in E-circuit or carrier
32 circuits are used. T- circuit have bit rate of 1.544 mb/s
and E1 circuit have bit rate of 2.048 mb/s. In level 3 T3
circuit uses 672 voice circuits and E3 circuit at level 3 uses
4-80 voice circuits T3 circuit have bit rate of 44.773 mb/s
and E3 circuit have bit rate of 34.368 mb/sec. Generally
level 4 is not used in case of T and E circuits. When more
capacity is required aim is achieved simply by leasing more
circuits or erecting more microwave radios. When the use of
equipment with a higher capacity is more economical, a
migration can take place to take advantage of the cost
structure. The physical medium of backhaul is not limited to
microwave radios but may also include optical fiber or other
transmission technologies such a free space optical link. A
typical base site arrangement using microwave radio
backhaul is shown in Figure. 3.   Figure 3 gives real life
example of a base station for a cellular radio system using
microwave radio for backhaul. This image is base station of
Vodafone.

Figure.3 Microwave base station

In this figure 3 first towers is first erected for mounting
microwave radio antenna, diversity providing antenna and
base station antenna. Microwave radio antennas shown in
Figure 3 communicate with M.T.S.O or hub. Base station
antennas are used for providing radio coverage. Two more
antenna are used for providing diversity. These antenna
provide transmit as well as receive diversity. Hence [ S/N]
ratio get improved. When [S/N] ratio get improved then
BER rate get reduced and system reliability get improved.
Here three base station are connected to single set of mobile
switching modes. Every base station has a single mobile
switching node. When traffic is increased, higher capacity
links may have to be used to match the bandwidth demand.
As number of base station increases the number of backhaul
links will increase accordingly. Figure. 4 Shows more
complicated cellular system architecture.

Figure.4.complex cellular radio system
architecture

In Figure. 4 call originated from PSTN Section goes into
mobile switching node Mobile switching node connected to
hub site by high capacity microwave radio. Base station A
and Hub site connected by cable. On the other hand base
station and base station C connected to Hub site by
microwave radio link. Mobile switching node call goes to
desired station C by microwave link. Mobile subscriber
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present in cell C receives the call.   Figure 4 shows more
complex cellular radio system architecture. It shows
relationship of base station, a hub and a mobile switching
centre for supporting voice service. In this case, the traffic
from individual base is first constructed before being
backhauled to the mobile switching nodes. The figure also
shows the use of microwave radios and fiber for backhaul.

From a network hierarchy point of view, the mobile
network can be broadly divided into three parts- Last mile,
regional network and core network as shown in figure.5.

Figure.5 A schematic hierarchical network architecture for
a cellular network.

A   schematic hierarchical network architecture for a
cellular network shown in Figure.5. The exact architecture
would be dependent on size of network, terrain
characteristics and the point of presence of the backhaul
infrastructure. The backhaul network consists of core,
regional and last mile network. Thus base Station get
connected to  the core network through regional network.
The transport distance between last mile, regional and core
network vary largely, depending upon many parameters.
First parameter is base Station density, terrain characteristics
and point of presence of transmission infrastructure.
Technology to used in communication system depends upon
transmission distance and terrain characteristics and affect
the business case, while the cost and availability of leased
line architecture could affect the decision to lease versus
build. Capacity growth of network for long term, cost
optimization are fundamental factors that further affect the
choice.

III SOME TRENDS

The rapid expansion of radio coverage means that
backhaul network grow proportionally. For a long time, the
relatively low efficiency of radio access technology become
through put as back bone at the radio interface of cellular

network. As the radio interface technology improved over
six months and demand for higher throughput and high data
rate services increased the backbone of cellular network
slowly has also shifted towards wire, cable or wireless
network. Another breakthrough solution is to resolve
bandwidth sealing problem. Most of mobile operator still
depend upon TDM based leased lines and microwave radio
link. When revenue increase up to considerable amount and
bandwidth demand is in multiple of current state then we
will get proper solution. The growth of cellular technology
the related data rates and transmission technology are shown
in Figure.6.

Figure.6. Evolution of cellular technology

Figure.6 shows growth of cellular technology in terms of
data rates, bandwidth and successive 3G and 4G generation
of cellular technologies for last ten years.

From Figure .6 it clearly understands that 1G came into
existence before 1999. Standard used for 1G is GSM high -
speed circuit switched data peak data rate observed in 1G
was 10 kb/sec. For 1G backhaul technology used is Time
division multiplexing. After 1999 2G came into existence
and computing used was Enhanced data rate for GSM
evolution. Peak data rate observed in 2G mobile system is
200 kb/s. Technology used in 2G mobile system is Time
division multiplexing in year 2002 3G came into existence
in mobile communication system computing used in 3G
mobile system is wideband code division multiple access.
Peak data rate observed in 3G mobile system is 384 kb/s and
technology used in 3G mobile system is A synchronous
transfer mode. In year 2005, 3G in mobile communication
and computing remain as it is but computing technique
become to be high speed downlink packet access whose data
rate observed to be 3-21 Mb/s. Technology used in 3G
cellular system is again.

A synchronous transfer mode. In year 2009, 3G remain as
it is but access technique become to MSPA+ whose data rate
increase to be 42 Mb/s. Technology used in 3G mobile
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communication and computing become to be Asynchronous
transfer or Internet protocol based cellular 3G mobile
communication and computing. In year 2010 technology
comes into existence is 3H+ or 4G (which is also known as
residential generation inside a home, not outdoor
technology). Computing or access technique used in 3G+ or
4G is long term evolution. Peak data rate observed in 3G+
OR 4G mobile communication and computing is greater
than 60 Mb/s. Typical backhaul technology used in 3G+ OR
4G is Internet protocol based 3G+ or 4G cellular
communication and computing [5].

New technologies are emerging each other. These include
combination of carrier Ethernet based solutions and
millimeter wave radios and satellite based backhaul
solutions. Cellular radio access technology grown to handle
data rates of100 Mb/s and beyond under the brand name of
IMT advanced a concept from the ITU for mobile
communication and computing with capabilities that go the
latest third generation mobile communication and computing
system, new technique of traffic offloading and use of in
band relay are believed to be of the solid solutions at least
for some urban dense deployment hierarchy.

IV. BUSINESS DRIVES

Before classifying into technology advances, it is useful to
take a short look at the ongoing business trends that whole
industry is depends upon. Backhaul is historically the
largest portion of a wireless carrier’s operating expenses.
Depending upon size and traffic rate of the radio access
network, this could amount to over half of a wireless carriers
correcting operating cost. More in detail; information from
the mobile industry seems to suggest that transport
equipment, excluding administrative expenses, for example,
can amount to around 40% of the construction cost of a wire
or wireless network, on the other hand transport expenditure
could account for up to half of the total network operational
expenditure with backhaul contributing to three by four of
this expenditure. In many markets in the developed countries
of world where sufficient fixed hierarchy is available, it is
generally more costlier to use leased lines. This is ture in
North America and Europe. On the other hand in location
where leased lines are not available, self build hierarchy
becomes the only solution, with the possibility of hierarchy
sharing by the network operator. To maximize the use of the
leased lines to save cost, concentration of multiple last –
mile link via a hub with digital cross – connect function
frequently employed in a hierarchical network. Cellular
broadband radio access technologies improve more feasible

to offer high data rate broadband services to end mobile
users. Competition is main operators down the path of flat –
rate pricing, leading to an growth in mobile data traffic
from around the 2006/2007 time slot as shown in Figure.7.

Figure.7. Increase in data traffic in Europe.

Selected European mobile operators observed the rapid
increase in data traffic in 2006/2007. The traffic rate
increased in multiples after the implementation of flat – rate
pricing; but the revenue increase was only submultiples. It
is therefore not affordable unless the cost per bit transport is
reduced by considerable amount. A key challenge to whole
mobile network is to reduce cost per bit as the volume of
traffic increase drastically this can be believed thought
adopting new transport technologies that have a lower cost
hierarchy; by employing transmission technique where the
band width can be utilized more efficiency than the classical
hierarchical hub and spoke scenario or by sharing transport
bandwidth with other services by adopting a coverage
transport range. Most clearly mixture of solution is
frequently adopted by mobile operator as needed.

V. CONVERGENCE BASED ON PACKETS

Packet based technology has been a key development in
enabling better use of transport network and improving cost
efficiency. Internet protocol/Multi Label Switching is in
increasing use by mobile operator in the core network. With
IP/MPLS is a granted and mature carrier grade transport
technology that offers quality of service, service
management considerable and rapid recovery from failure.
The protocol plays important role between the data link layer
and network layer and can be used to carry many different
types of traffic, including IP packets as well as native
asynchronous transfer mode, synchronous optical network
and Ethernet frames. The properties of circuit switched
networks are eliminated by using the concept of MPLS
paths. IP/MPLS has a need of the configuration and
maintenance of MPLS paths and is specifically useful for
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regional part of whole cellular network. There are not as
many nodes to be configured for connecting to packet data
gateway or the radio network controller. Thus relatively
fewer path configurations are needed. For last mile part of
the access network, the situation is different. The large
number of base station mean that an IP based on Ethernet
could be more advantageous in terms of configuration and
maintenance . Nowadays large number of base stations can
support IP interface but the middle backhaul network is
rarely IP routed. Backhaul hierarchy legacy nodes based on
ATM and TDM remain permanent and large in number. To
achiever coverage transport of multiple services and better
use of bandwidth but a low cost, the use of Ethernet should
occur. The approach of using IP interfaces is sometimes
referred to as layer 2 aggregation and it is becoming the
dominating trends of industry as shown in Figure.8.

Figure.8. Mobile backhaul from on open system interconnect
layer.

Figure.8 shows the landscape of mobile wire or wireless
from on open system interconnect layer perspective. This
figure shows that data link aggregation is to dominate since
it could be enable better use of the transport bandwidth and
same performance achieved by leased links but at lower
cost .

Practically there are a large number of legacy base station
already exist a mixed service approach will be needed to
achieve smooth growth.

T.D.M and A.T.M. were chosen for cellular wire or
wireless because of their ability to deliver regular and
configurable quality of service. As we shift to packet based
wire or wireless medium this characteristics needs  to be
maintain when T.D.M and ATM cell streams are packetize
and transmitted over packet switched network. The shifting
is thus likely to be slowly and gradual as shown in Figure.9.

Figure.9 Backhaul shifting

Figure 9 shows typical backhaul shifting path for cellular
operator. The shifting timeline is depend on mobile operator
or rely on leased line services. Convergence achieved using
pseudo wire emulation n edge to edge protocol that eliminate
service such as AT, TDM over packet service network
techniques a protocol that eliminate circuit switching over a
packet network to packetize ATM cell streams and TDM bit
stream and transport is packet switched network. T.D.M.
traditional technology, pack and TDM is hybrid technology
and packet is unified technology.

VI. CONCLUSION

In longer period of days, we may still be using GSM and
WCDMA for voice and HSPA for interactive data services,
while there will be a new generation of mobile broad band
networks based on long term Evolution and IMT Advanced
enabling users access to the Internet continuously to larger
and more capable terminals. Actually in urban areas, the
size of a cell will reduce until the small radio nodes are
deployed in significant numbers, with mobile cellular
network relying on the availability of passive network on
every street.

To meet strong demand for lower cost per bit for mobile
cellular network transport, backhaul equipment suppliers are
increasing the effort to developed to developed new
technologies that have low cost structure and better use of
existing bandwidth, enabling the sharing of bandwidth
across multiple services. With the number of cellular base
stations multiplying rapidly to provide high data rate
services, a passive optical network will be answer for
providing sufficient capacity in urban environment. In the
coming days, mobile operator will continue to use IP and
Ethernet based wire, wireless backhaul technology.   From
base  station to mobile subscribers they will use wireless
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access protocol (WAP). The challenge will be to balance
transport cost-per bit reduction against the revenue decrease
and pricing pressure due to flat rate pricing by achieved the
opportunity created by the development and availability of
new wired or wireless backhaul transmission technologies.
At this instant, mobile operators are conducting trials on
Ethernet microwave radio to smooth out operational issues.
New Ethernet microwave radios can increase four times
current backhaul capacity by increasing peak capacity from
around 32 Mb/s to 180 Mb/s using radio frequency channel
bandwidth- commercial product are launched to be available
for deployment from end 2009. Many mobile operators
have already deployed hot spots offering theoretical peak
downlink data rates of 7 Mb/s using high speed packet
access technologies.
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